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SUMMARY 
 
• European economies are 

belatedly catching up to the 
US. 

• We believe this is due to 
increased vaccinations and 
stimulus. 

• The region is now improving 
enough for us to consider 
adding some exposure. 

 
06.07.2021 

Europe: From Consummate Slacker to Candidate 
For ‘Most Improved’ 
US Still the Strongest Economy, but Europe Belatedly Catching 
Up 

Is Europe finally starting to turn around? This is a question we have been fielding a lot 
from investors recently, as the MSCI Europe index is up almost 15% year to date. 
Europe reminds us of that consummate slacker we all knew from school; possessing 
promise but lacking the desire and impetus to get their proverbial act together. Since 
the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) ended in 2009, we have repeatedly witnessed Europe 
underachieve the US in economic growth as well as in corporate earnings, leading to 
meaningful stock market underperformance (see chart below). The region’s issues are 
multifaceted and include political fissures, historical enmity among countries, a lack of 
structural reform, and poor demographics. Furthermore, Brexit has challenged the 
permanence of the European Union (EU), and the role of the European Central Bank 
(ECB) remains unresolved without a pan-European bond market with regional risk-
sharing.  

While Europe’s 
structural problems 
appear far from 
resolved in our 
opinion, stock markets 
in the near term tend 
to trade around 
changes at the margin. 
Sometimes the most 
positive stock markets 
to be involved in are 
the ones where the 
fundamental news is 
going from ‘terrible’ to 
merely ‘bad’. A recent 
example is the 
remarkable 
performance of the US 
stock market since the summer of 2020, when forward looking economic indicators 
and earnings revisions first started to show glimmers of bottoming. Adding to the 
allure of Europe is a potential for a ‘catch-up’ trade, given our view of the region’s more 
attractive valuation metrics.  

We see evidence that Europe is improving enough at the margins to consider adding 
to weightings, especially for investors who find themselves significantly 
underweight Europe. Our balanced portfolios currently have a small underweight to 
the region and we are monitoring the fundamental backdrop closely for further signs of 
improvement. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Shown for illustrative 
purposes. Not indicative of RiverFront portfolio performance. Index definitions are 
available in the disclosures. 
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Europe Checklist: Improvement at the Margins 
COVID-19 Vaccination Distribution: Europe improving after a very slow start  

• In our Weekly View: US is the Still the Economic ‘King of the 
Hill (published 04.27.2021), we posited that the US remains 
the strongest major economy coming out of the pandemic. 

• We believe that this at least in part has to do with the US’s 
much faster distribution of COVID-19 vaccines, which 
allowed the US economy to reopen quickly. While the UK 
resembled the US experience, the EU in general was much 
further behind in Q1 and early Q2. 

• However, Europe is starting to catch up in terms of vaccine 
distribution, which we believe should aid their economic 
recovery going forward (chart, right).  

 

 Business Sentiment: Europe rebounding strongly, following the US’ lead 

• While the US Composite (combining manufacturing and 
services) Purchasing Manager Index (PMI) survey remains 
stronger in absolute terms, we are encouraged by the recent 
strong increases in the UK and most Eurozone countries.  

• The Eurozone Composite PMI has firmly entered 
expansionary territory and was at 57.1 as of the most recent 
data on May 14, 2021. PMIs in the region are benefitting from 
the economy reopening and the services’ sectors of Italy, 
Spain, France, and Germany expanding to support the 
manufacturing sector, which was not impacted to the same 
degree as services during the pandemic.  

 

State of European stimulus and lending: Still accommodative, though not as much as the US 

• Similar to the US Federal Reserve, Europe’s central banks are flooding their financial systems with capital to ease financial 
conditions. A recent Bloomberg survey concerning the upcoming ECB meeting highlighted expectations for them to 
extend its program of faster bond buying throughout the summer. In the UK, however, the Bank of England is already 
starting to talk of tapering their stimulus program in response to improving economic conditions.  

• M3 (one way to measure aggregate money supply in an economy) in the Eurozone appears to have peaked in January 2021 
at 12.6% year over year and is now growing at 9.2% year over year. This is meaningfully lower than the US, growing around 
18% but also slowing. Like most developed economies, money supply should drop as pandemic stimulus fades, which 
could help contain inflation as fewer dollars will be chasing assets.  

• European private bank loan growth has decelerated from around 4.7% year over year in March to 2.6%, which is still 
relatively high for the last 5 years, ex-2020. The number of European countries with negative yielding 10-year debt has 
declined from nine at the start of the year down to three (Germany, Netherlands, and Switzerland). This development is a 
big positive, in our opinion, for European banks that are trying to return to profitability. 

 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Shown for illustrative purposes. Not 
indicative of RiverFront portfolio performance.  

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Shown for illustrative purposes. 
Not indicative of RiverFront portfolio performance. Index definitions are available in 
the disclosures. 

https://www.riverfrontig.com/insights/the-us-is-still-the-economic-king-of-the-hill
https://www.riverfrontig.com/insights/the-us-is-still-the-economic-king-of-the-hill
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Earnings Momentum: Europe starting to improve, though US is still stronger 

• We track ‘earnings momentum’ – a calculation designed to 
measure the aggregate direction of company analyst 
estimate revisions. We believe this indicator directionally 
over time exhibits some positive correlation with stock 
market movement. 

• Both the US and the UK have consistently exhibited 
powerfully positive earnings revisions since mid-2020, and 
in fact have both experienced another move up after Q1 
earnings season completed. 

• Europe is exhibiting a similarly positive pattern, though in 
absolute terms it is less positive than the US.  
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Shown for illustrative 
purposes. Not indicative of RiverFront portfolio performance. Index definitions are 
available in the disclosures. 
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